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Abstract—Distributed antenna system (DAS)-aided unity fre-
quency reuse (UFR) and fractional frequency reuse (FFR) trans-
mission scenarios are investigated in this paper, employing the
classic multiobjective of nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
II (NSGA-II) for maximizing cell throughput and the coverage.
More speciﬁcally, coordinated multipoint (CoMP) cooperation is
invokedamongthedistributedantennas(DAs)andthebasestation
(BS) in support of the mobile stations (MSs) roaming at the cell
edge, while considering a range of practical impairments. We
demonstrate that the received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
of non-CoMP transmissions follows the lognormal distribution by
taking into account both fast fading and large-scale shadowing
and path-loss effects. Our simulation results demonstrate that
DAS-aided cooperation is capable of achieving a ﬁvefold increased
throughput over that of the traditional arrangement. Explicitly,
an average throughput per channel of 6.61 bits/symbol may be
achieved.
Index Terms—Cellular network, distributed antenna systems
(DAS), fractional frequency reuse (FFR).
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE performance of cellular systems is typically con-
strained by cochannel interference (CCI) [1]–[3]. This is
particularly damaging in the cell-edge area of systems em-
ploying the radical unity frequency reuse (UFR) philosophy,
i.e., when the same frequency is reused within each cell. A
straightforward practical solution for avoiding the strong CCI
imposed by the adjacent cells is to increase the frequency reuse
factor (FRF) by only reusing the same frequency band in cells
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that are sufﬁciently far apart. The FRF κ characterizes the
frequency reuse (FR) pattern, implying that each cell has access
to the fraction 1/κ of the entire frequency band. Naturally,
thisarrangementimprovesthesignal-to-interference-noiseratio
(SINR), particularly in the cell-edge area, albeit at the cost of a
low area spectral efﬁciency (ASE).
A smarter way of using the available frequency band is
constitutedbythehardfractionalfrequency reuse(hard-FFR, or
strict-FFR) technique1 [5], which improves the ASE of classic
FR, while maintaining a high SINR in the cell-edge area. The
philosophy of hard-FFR is that each cell is divided into a
cell-center area having access to the cell-center’s frequency
band Fc and the cell-edge area having access to a third of the
remaining frequency band Fe. Thus, hard-FFR corresponds to
a combination of UFR and FR in conjunction with an FRF of
κ = 3 at the cell edge.
The employment of distributed antenna systems (DAS) in
the cell-edge area is capable of further improving the ASE.
This is because the DAS may provide a shorter link between
the distributed antenna elements (DAEs) and the mobile station
(MS) than that provided by the base station (BS). Second, the
DAS is capable of supporting more than one MS within a given
frequency band at any instant by exploiting their angular sepa-
ration [6], [7]. We thus refer to the former beneﬁt as the reduced
path-loss gain and to the latter as multiplexing gain. However,
when achieving a multiplexing gain is sought, the MSs roaming
near the angle halfway between two DAEs still suffer from
strong multiuser interference (MUI) [8]. In this scenario, the
multiple-input–multiple-outputcoordinatedmultipoint(CoMP)
transmission[9]–[12]constitutesapromisingtechniqueofmiti-
gatingMUI.However,downlink(DL)CoMPtransmission[13],
[14] requires full channel state information (CSI) for all the
links for the sake of approaching the theoretical upper-bound
performance. This can only be achieved by imposing a high
pilot overhead for the sake of accurate DL channel estimation at
the MS, when frequency-division duplexing is assumed, where
the uplink and DL CSI tends to be different. Naturally, the
presence of imperfect CSI at the transmitters will erode the
efﬁciency of this MUI mitigation technique [15], [16].
1This terminology is used in this paper to distinguish it from the soft-FFR [4]
design, where one third of the total available frequency is used in the cell-edge
area, which is orthogonal to the cell-edge area of the adjacent tier-one cells.
On the other hand, the remaining two thirds of the frequency band is reserved
for the cell-center area, while relying on a reduced transmission power to avoid
strong CCI.
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Fig. 1. Cellular system and DAS topology considered.
Against this background, our contributions in this paper are
as follows.
￿ We comprehensively investigate a range of practical DAS
deployments in optimally designed FFR-aided cellular
networks, both with and without CoMP transmissions.
For completeness, we also investigate DASs in traditional
cellular networks using similar CoMP transmission tech-
niques as a function of the FRF κ.
￿ The powerful multiobjective nondominated sorting genetic
algorithm II (NSGA-II) [17] is invoked both for maximiz-
ing the achievable cell throughput and for maximizing the
cellular coverage simultaneously.
We organize our paper as follows: In Section II, our system
model and assumptions and the channel model are described.
Then, the idealized UFR transmission, the conventional FR2
transmission, and the realistic FFR compromise scheme are
discussed in Section III. The attainable system performance
of different scenarios is investigated in Section IV. Finally, we
conclude in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Before considering the full list of transmission scenarios, let
us highlight our cellular architecture and our composite fading
channel model.
A. Cellular System Topology
We consider the cellular network in Fig. 1, where 19 hexag-
onal cells are employed, and Na = 6 DAEs are used within
the cell-edge area of each cell. Observe from the left subﬁgure
in Fig. 1 that variable D denotes the intercell distance. In an
FR-DAS scenario, the total available bandwidth F is equally
divided into three orthogonal frequency bands according to
F = F1 + F2 + F3, where each of the frequency bands Fi,i∈
1, 2, 3 is used in the three adjacent macrocells, respectively.
When considering the FFR-DAS scenario, the total available
2The terminology of FR always has to be associated with the speciﬁc FRF
κ, but in the interest of brevity in the rest of this treatise, we typically specify κ
only, if it is different from κ = 3.
bandwidth F is partitioned into four orthogonal frequency
bands, namely, Fc, F1, F2, and F3, obeying F = Fc + F1 +
F2 + F3, where Fc denotes the frequency band available for
the cell-center of each cell, and Fi,i∈ 1, 2, 3 is reserved for
the cell-edge area. Furthermore, BT1 and BT2 denote the sets
containing the six adjacent tier-one cells and 12 tier-two cells,
respectively. We also assume that each cell is equally divided
into N grid sectors, each supporting a single-antenna-aided
MS. Similarly, the assumption of a single transmit antenna is
stipulated for the BS and DAEs. The power consumption Pt
per user is assumed to be equal for the sake of fair comparison.
Since the DAEs are linked to the BS by optical ﬁber, the
assumption of near-perfect reception of the BSs’ data at the
DAEs becomes realistic. Naturally, having a digital radio-over-
ﬁber (DRoF) BS-DAE link is more reliable than a microwave
backhaul, albeit it is also more costly. Furthermore, DRoF
techniques are capable of avoiding both the intermodulation
distortions of the optical ﬁber and the nonlinearity imposed by
the optical components, albeit again, this is typically achieved
at increased complexity and cost. Although initially we will ex-
ploit the idealized simplifying assumption of a perfect BS-DAE
ﬁber link, we will eliminate this in our future work.
B. Channel Model
The wireless channel considered is constituted by the three
components encapsulated in h =
√
Ωψhf. The Rayleigh fast
fading envelope hf is modeled by a zero-mean unity-variance
complex Gaussian process, whereas the squared envelope |hf|2
obeys the chi-squared distribution having a degree of freedom
of 2. The path-loss model is given by Ω=Ω βd−Ωα, where Ωβ
and d denote the path loss at the reference distance of d =
1 m and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver
expressed in meters, respectively, whereas Ωα represents the
path-loss exponent. Finally, the large-scale shadowing ψ is
typically modeled as a lognormal random variable (RV) having
a probability density function (pdf) of
p(ψ)=
ξ
√
2πσψψ
exp

−
(10log10 ψ − μψ)2
2σ2
ψ

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where ξ = 10/ln10, and μψ and σψ are the mean and the
standard deviation of ψ, both expressed in decibels. In this
paper, the path-loss model of (Ωβ,Ωα)=( 1.35 × 107,3) and
shadowing standard deviation of σψ = 8 dB [18] is considered.
Given a transmit power of Pt, the received power γ obeys
the composite gamma/lognormal distribution [19], whose pdf
is given by
p(γ|μψ,σ ψ)=
∞ 
0
mmγm−1
ψmΓ(m)
exp

−
mγ
ψ

ξ
√
2πσψψ
×exp

−
(10log10 ψ − μψ)2
2σ2
ψ

dψ (2)
where m denotes the shape parameter of the Gamma distribu-
tion, and μψ = 10log10(Pt · Ω) represents the average power
of the received signal, whereas Γ(·) represents the Gamma
function. The moment-generating function (MGF) of compos-
ite gamma/lognormal distribution may be written as [19]
Mγ(s)=
∞ 
0
exp(sψ)
mmγm−1
ψmΓ(m)
exp

−
mγ
ψ

ξ
√
2πσψψ
× exp

−
(10log10 ψ − μψ)2
2σ2
ψ

dψ
≈
Ng 
i=1
wi √
π
exp

1 − 10(
√
2σψzi+μψ)/10s/m
	−m
(3)
where the given approximation is derived from the
Gauss–Hermit quadrature [20], whereas zi represents the
roots of the nth Hermite polynomial Hn(x), and the associated
weights wi of (3) are provided by the lookup table in [21].
However, the composite RV γ of (2) is still impervious to
analysis; hence, we introduce further approximation. The
composite gamma/lognormal distribution RV of (2) may be
approximatedbyalognormalRV[22]relyingontheparameters
of μ = μψ + ξ[ψ(m) − ln(m)] and σ2 = σ2
ψ + ξ2ς(2,m),
where ψ(·) and ς(·,·) denote the Euler psi function and
Riemann zeta function [21], respectively. By contrast, the
distribution of the sum of RVs obeying the pdf of (2) may be
approximated by a lognormal RV. This approximation may
be carried out either in two distinct steps or in a single direct
step. More speciﬁcally, in the two-stage approach, it may be
approximated ﬁrst by a lognormal RV, and then, the sum of
lognormal RVs may be approximated by a single lognormal
RV using the Fenton–Wilkinson, the Schwartz–Yeh, or the
MGF-based methods [22]. Alternatively, in the single-stage
approach, the sum of RVs obeying the pdf of (2) may be also
directly approximated by a lognormal RV [22], [23], where the
MGF of the new lognormal RV is equal to the product of the
individual MGFs of the constituent gamma/lognormal RVs.
III. DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM-AIDED
DOWNLINK TRANSMISSION
Before considering our DAS-aided transmission scenarios,
both the traditional UFR and other FR transmission scenarios
are discussed ﬁrst, which are treated as our benchmarkers.
A. Benchmarkers
1) UFR Transmission: In the challenging UFR scenario,
each MS is only served by its own anchor BS, whereas the
remaining active transmissions are considered as CCI. Hence,
the discrete-time model of the received signal and the signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) of MS j may be written as
yu
j =hjxj +

i∈BT1∪BT2
hixi + nj
γu
j =E

|hj|2


i∈BT1∪BT2 |hi|2

(4)
where E(·) denotes the expectation operation. The ﬁrst two
terms of the received signal of (4) represent the desired signal
and the CCI imposed by the tier-one and tier-two cells. Variable
nj denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise
having a covariance of N0. Furthermore, hj describes the
single-input–single-output DL channel between the jth BS and
the supported MS. Finally, we let xj denote the transmitted
signal, which is independent of both the noise and the channel,
obeying E(xjx∗
j)=1.
2) FR Transmission: In contrast to UFR, in the less chal-
lenging FR scenario associated with the FRF of κ = 3, no CCI
is imposed by the adjacent tier-one cells. The discrete-time
model of the received signal and the corresponding SIR may
be written as
y
f
j =hjxj +

i∈B
hixi + nj
γ
f
j =E

|hj|2


i∈B |hi|2

(5)
where B ⊂ BT2 denotes the subset of tier-two cells, which
reuse the same frequency band as that of the investigated cell.
3) Hard-FFR Transmission: As for the hard-FFR transmis-
sionarrangement,thediscrete-timemodelofthereceivedsignal
and the SIR of MS j within the cell-center area are the same as
that of the UFR transmission, which are given by (4). Similarly,
the discrete-time model of the received signal and the SIR of
MS j within the cell-edge area are the same as that of the
conventional FR scenario, which are given by (5).
B. DAS-Aided Hard-FFR Transmission
Let us now elaborate further on the family of DAS-aided
FFR systems, which constitute a more general scenario than
the DAS-aided UFR and DAS-aided FR subclasses to be high-
lighted in Section III-C.
1) FFR-DAS: The DL within the cell-center area of this
DAS-aided hard-FFR (FFR-DAS) scenario is reminiscent of
UFR transmissions, where the SIR is given by (4). However,
when our DAS is invoked within the cell-edge area of an FFR-
DAS scenario, Na
u MSs may be simultaneously supported by
the Na DAEs employing maximum ratio combining transmit
preprocessing (MRC-TPP) [24] within the same frequency
band.Then,theNa DAEsareequallydividedintoNa
u transmis-
sion groups, with each group hosting a single MS. For example,
when we have Na
u = Na, then Na
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formed, where each group contains a single DAE and supports
an MS within the same frequency band at the same time,
whereas the transmissions within other groups impose intracell
CCI. The discrete-time model of the signal received by MS j
roaming in the cell-edge area may be expressed as
yj = hjIjxj +
Na
u 
i=1,i =j
hjIixi +

i∈B
hixi + nj (6)
where the channel hj =[ h1,j,h 2,j,...,h Na,j] denotes the
joint DL multiple-input–single-output (MISO) channel be-
tween all the Na DAEs and the jth MS. The vector Ij ∈
CNa×1 in (6) represents the indicator vector of MS j with
the ith element indicating whether DAE i is involved in the
transmission to the jth MS. The indicator vector has a unity
norm and satisﬁes  Ij 1 = Na/N a
u, which implies that Na/N a
u
number of DAEs simultaneously transmit using TPP to the
jth MS. Furthermore, the ﬁrst two terms of (6) represent the
received signal and the intracell MUI, whereas the third term
denotes the CCI imposed by the tier-two cells using the same
frequency band in the cell-edge area. Hence, the average SIR at
the input of the jth MS receiver may be written as
γj = E

(¯ hj ◦ hj)Ij

Na
u
i=1,i =j(¯ hj ◦ hj)Ii +


i∈B |hi|2

(7)
where (◦) denotes the Hadamard product of two vectors, and
¯ (·) represents the complex conjugate.
2) CoMP-Aided FFR-DAS: In our CoMP-aided hard-FFR-
DAS transmission scenario, which is referred to as CoMP-
FFR-DAS, Na DAEs may cooperatively support the Na
u MSs
of the cell-edge area, provided that all CSI is available at
the transmitters. Hence, the discrete-time model of the signal
received by MS j may be written as
yj = hjtjxj +
Na
u 
i=1,i =j
hjtixi +

i∈B
hixi + nj (8)
where the ﬁrst two terms of (8) represent the desired signal
of the jth MS and the DL MUI imposed by the simulta-
neous transmissions to other MSs in the cooperative trans-
mission. The H =[ hT
1 ,hT
2 ,...,hT
Na
u]T ∈ CNa
u×Na represents
the channel matrix between the Na DAEs and the Na
u MSs,
where (·)T denotes the transpose operation. Furthermore, tj ∈
CNa×1 denotes the joint linear TPP vector of the cooperative
transmission intended for the jth MS, where the matrix T =
[t1,t2,...,tNa
u] ∈ CNa×Na
u represents the TPP matrix of the
cooperative transmission.
In this paper, we employ the classic zero-forcing (ZF)-based
linear TPP technique, which completely eliminates MUI, pro-
vided that perfect CSI is available at the transmitters, albeit this
is achieved at the cost of noise ampliﬁcation. The TPP matrix
of W =[ w1,w2,...,wNa
u] has vectorial elements of wj,j∈
1,2,...,Na
u, which are constituted by the normalized column
vectors of HH(HHH)−1 [10], where (·)H represents the con-
jugate transpose operation. Furthermore, the same power is
allocated for DL transmission to all MSs, which may be ex-
pressed as Q = diag(
√
Pt,
√
Pt,...,
√
Pt) ∈ RNa
u×Na
u. Hence,
the TPP matrix T is formulated as T = WQ, whereas the SIR
of MS j in the cell-edge area may be expressed as
γj =E

|hjtj|2

Na
u
i=1,i =j |hjti|2 +


i∈B |hi|2

=E

|hjtj|2


i∈B |hi|2

(9)
wherethegivenequationwasderivedbyexploitingtheproperty
of hjti = 0, according to the ZF TPP criterion.
3) Practical CoMP-FFR-DAS: In the presence of the prac-
tical impairments discussed in Appendix A, the ZF TPP tech-
nique is no longer capable of perfectly eliminating MUI owing
to the imperfect CSI fed back by the MSs; thus, the achievable
SIR of idealized CoMP-FFR-DAS transmissions will degrade
and, hence, has to be accordingly revised. Speciﬁcally, the
quantized and, hence, imperfect TPP matrix T is now uniquely
described by the TPP codebook index cκ and by the channel
quality information (CQI); hence, hjti = 0 is no longer satis-
ﬁed. When considering ZF TPP, the expected SIR of practical
CoMP scenarios may then be written as
γj = E

|hjtj|2

Na
u
i=1,i =j |hjti|2 +


i∈B |hi|2

. (10)
C. DAS-Aided UFR and FR Transmission
1) UFR-DAS and FR-DAS: S i m i l a r l y ,aD A Sm a yb ei n -
voked in the cell-edge area in both UFR and in conventional FR
scenarios associated with different FRFs κ, which are referred
to as the UFR-DAS and FR-DAS scenarios, respectively. In
this case, a total of Na
u =( Na + 1) MSs are supported by
the anchor BS and the DAEs within the same frequency band,
where each transmission is also affected by all the other active
transmissions, which are treated as MUI rather than as useful
signals. The discrete-time model of the signal and the SIR of
MS j are similar to that of the FFR-DAS scenario, which were
given by (6) and (7) in conjunction with B = BT1 ∪ BT2 for
our UFR-DAS transmission. Furthermore,  Ij 1 = 1 and gj =
[|hj|2,|h1,j|2,|h2,j|2,...,|hNa,j|2] represent the effective
channel gain between the anchor BS and our DAEs and MS j.
2) CoMP-Aided UFR-DAS and FR-DAS: Again, CoMP-
aided UFR-DAS and FR-DAS transmissions may be invoked
for improving the received SIR of the users roaming at angles
between the DAEs and between the anchor BS and the DAEs,
which are referred to as CoMP-UFR-DAS and CoMP-FR-
DAS, respectively. When employing ZF TPP, Na
u =( Na +
1) MSs are cooperatively served by the BS and by the Na
DAEs. The discrete-time model of the received signal and the
SIR expressions of MS j are similar to that of the CoMP-
FFR-DAS scenario, which are given by (8)–(10). Further-
more, hj =[ hj,h 1,j,h 2,j,...,h Na,j] ∈ C1×(Na+1) represents
the joint MISO channel between the BS and the Na DAEs
and the jth MS for both the CoMP-UFR-DAS and CoMP-
FR-DAS scenarios, with B = BT1 ∪ BT2 for CoMP-UFR-DAS
transmissions. Again, the practical impairments discussed in
the Appendix will erode the efﬁciency of the ZF TPP technique;
thus, the perfect cancellation of MUI between the MSs is no1344 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 62, NO. 3, MARCH 2013
longer possible; hence, the achievable SIR becomes similar to
that of the practical CoMP-FFR-DAS scenario.
D. Multiobjective Optimization
Having considered the given comprehensive lists of different
DAS-aided options, let us now aim at optimizing the corre-
sponding system arrangements in terms of their throughput and
seamless coverage by invoking a genetic algorithm (GA)-aided
optimization tool, which will be detailed in Section III-E.
1) Performance Metric: In this paper, we assume that each
cell is equally divided into a total of N = 10 000 tiles separated
by a rectangular grid, where the MSs are randomly distributed
right across the grid. We let N denote the set of all tiles;
hence, the number of elements in N satisﬁes |N| = N, where
|·| represents the number of elements of a set. Let us ﬁrst
deﬁne the achievable average throughput cn of tile n associated
with the average received SIR γn, which may be written using
Shannon’s classic formula as
cn =E[log2(1 + γn)]
≤ log2 [1 + E(γn)]
where the inequality is derived from Jenssen’s Inequality, and
the related upper bound is treated as our performance metric.
Only a single MS may be supported by the traditional UFR
transmission within a given frequency band, whereas Na
u =
(Na+1)MSsaresimultaneouslysupportedbytheUFR-DASand
CoMP-UFR-DAS within the same frequency band at the same
time. Hence, the spatially averaged cell throughput per channel,
i.e., ηu, associated with the UFR arrangement may be written as
ηu =
Na
u
N

n∈N
cn. (11)
As for the conventional FR relying on an FRF of κ,t h e
number of supported active users Na
u is the same as that of
the UFR scenario, and the corresponding spatially averaged cell
throughput per channel ηf may be written as
ηf =
Na
u
κ
·
1
N

n∈N
cn. (12)
When hard-FFR transmissions are considered, Na
u users are
supported in the cell-edge area using the same channel, whereas
a single user is served in the cell-center area. We let ρ =
Fc/F denote the frequency partitioning factor for the hard-FFR
scenario associated with F = Fc + Fe denoting the entire fre-
quency band. Then, the spatially averaged cell throughput per
channel ηhf for hard-FFR transmission may be formulated as
ηhf(rth,ρ)=
ρ
Nc

n∈Nc
cn +
(1 − ρ)Na
u
κ
·
1
Ne

n∈Ne
cn (13)
where Nc and Ne represent the subsets of tiles belonging to the
cell-center area and to the cell-edge area, respectively. In other
words, the set N is divided into the subsets of Nc and Ne, satis-
fying N = Nc ∪ Ne. The number of elements in Nc and Ne sat-
isﬁes |Nc| = Nc and |Ne| = Ne. Furthermore, rth denotes the
radius threshold used for deciding whether tile n belongs to
the cell-center area or to the cell-edge area. For example, when
the hard-FFR scenario is considered, the MS located within a
tile of the cell-center area is served by the BS, whereas the MS
located in a tile of the cell-edge area is supported by the DAEs;
thus, the average SIR γ is a function of radius threshold rth.
Naturally, operators always want to eliminate coverage holes
withtheaimofprovidingseamlessservice.Hence,thecoverage
holes φ are used as an additional system performance metric
in this paper. A coverage hole occurs for a speciﬁc tile when
the received SIR γn falls below a predeﬁned threshold of γth.
As a result, the normalized coverage holes φ are deﬁned as the
number of tiles in coverage holes divided by the total number
of tiles, which is formulated as
φ =
1
N

n∈N
I[γth − γn] (14)
where
I(x)=

1, if x ≥ 0
0, if x<0
represents the indicator function, and N is the number of all
tiles within the investigated cell.
2) Multiobjective Optimization Problem: A practical sys-
tem cannot be dynamically conﬁgured according to speciﬁc
user positions. Hence, in this paper, the cells are divided into
many tiny tiles with the aim of calculating both the spatially
averaged cell throughput and the spatially averaged coverage
holes, which are treated as the objective function (OF) of our
multiobjective optimization problem. Against this background,
the optimum transmission scenario has to maximize the spa-
tially averaged cell throughput while simultaneously minimiz-
ing the spatially averaged coverage holes, both by carefully ﬁne
tuning frequency partitioning factor ρ and by adjusting radius
threshold rth. Once the system conﬁguration is optimized, the
MSs will be allocated to speciﬁc frequency bands, and their
mobility may be managed by the classic handover operation.
As a result, the transmission link of users will not be affected
by the optimization process. Speciﬁcally, the corresponding
multiobjective optimization problem may be written as
max f1(rth,ρ)=
ρ
Nc

n∈Nc
cn +
(1 − ρ)Na
u
κ
·
1
Ne

n∈Ne
cn
min f2(rth)=
1
N

n∈N
I[γth − γn]
s.t.
ηu
e
ηu
c
≤
ηe
ηc
≤ 1 (15)
where ηu
c =( 1/Nc)


n∈Nc cn and ηu
e =( 1/Ne)


n∈Ne cn de-
note the average throughput per channel in the cell-center
area and the cell-edge area when the radical UFR regime is
employed. Similarly, the variables ηc =( 1/Nc)


n∈Nc cn and
ηe =( 1/Ne)


n∈Ne cn describe the average throughput per
channel in the cell-center area and the cell-edge area when the
transmission scenario considered is employed. Finally, the UFR
scenario’s throughput may be deemed to be the lower bound
of the optimization problem, since the DAEs employed in the
cell-edge area are expected to improve the average throughput.
Furthermore, we artiﬁcially introduce the upper limit of unity
in (15) by ensuring that the cell-edge area’s throughput is no
better than that of the cell-center area, which is in line with the
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E. NSGA-II Algorithm
In this paper, the classic GA optimization method NSGA-II
in [17] is employed for maximizing the cell’s throughput
η while simultaneously minimizing the normalized coverage
holes φ. The multiobjective NSGA-II algorithm is applied
within the multiobjective optimization problem considered, and
the optimization process is provided as follows.
1) Initialization: A population Pini of solutions is randomly
generated, which is composed of M individual solutions
ωm,m= 1,...,M, where we set M = 20 in this paper.
2) Evaluation: The average cell throughput η and the cover-
age holes φ of each individual solution ωm of population
Pini are evaluated, which are given by (13) and (14),
respectively.
3) Iteration: The initial population Pini is used in the en-
suing process as the current population Pold, until the
number of generations reaches its maximum value of
Nmax. In this paper, we used Nmax = 100.
a) Creation: Generate the new population Pnew with the
aid of using the standard binary tournament selection,
crossover, and mutation operation of the GA [25].
b) Combination: Combine the new population Pnew with
the current population Pold, where the combined set
P = {Pold,P new} is formed as the union of Pnew
and Pold.
c) Nondominated sorting: Evaluate OFs η and φ for each
individual of the combined population P. For each
individual ωm of the population, the nondomination
count is calculated as the number of individuals who
dominate the individual ωm. The rank of the indi-
viduals with zero nondomination count is set to 1.
Then, we recalculate the nondomination count of the
remaining individuals of the population, and the rank
of the individuals whose nondomination count is zero
is set to 2. This process continues until all individuals
are assigned a rank.
d) Assign crowding distance: To maintain diversity
among individuals, the individuals having the same
rank in less crowded areas will be selected ﬁrst. In
other words, the individuals having a higher crowding
distance of the same rank will be selected with higher
priority. Speciﬁcally, for each OF of the optimization
problem, the OF value of the population is ﬁrst sorted
in descending order. Then, the individuals having the
minimum and maximum OF values are assigned an
inﬁnite value as their crowding distance, whereas the
other individuals are deemed to have the absolutely
normalized distance of two adjacent solutions as their
crowding distance. The overall crowding distance is
calculated as the sum of the crowding-distance values
corresponding to each OF.
e) Extraction:SelectthebestM individualsolutionsfrom
the combined population P to generate the current
population Pold. Speciﬁcally, the individual solution
ωm having a lower rank will be selected with higher
priority, and the individual solution having a higher
crowdingdistanceofthesamerankwillbeselectedﬁrst.
Fig. 2. Attainable throughput per channel versus normalized distance from
the BS of DAS for different transmission scenarios when the number of active
users supported by the CoMP-FFR-DAS is Na
u = 6.
After the affordable number of iterations, population
Pold is treated as the set of optimized solutions for the
optimization problem considered.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here, we consider a practical wireless cellular system con-
sisting of 19 cells, with a BS-to-BS distance of D = 1000 m
operating in the urban micro setup in [26]. Within each cell, six
DAEs are employed in the cell-edge area for the sake of provid-
ing a better link between the transmit antenna and the users.
A. Effects of Different DAS Positions
Fig. 2 characterizes the attainable average throughput3 per
channel in bits per symbol as a function of different DAS
conﬁgurations for Na
u = 6, where the DAS conﬁguration was
varied by adjusting the radius of the circle on which the DAS
elements are positioned. It is clearly shown in Fig. 2 that the
throughput of UFR-DAS and CoMP-UFR-DAS transmissions
is the highest, when the DAS elements are at 0.65R, where
R = D/
√
3 denotes the radius of the cell. This is because the
cell-edge users suffer from more severe CCI from the DAEs
when the DAEs are far from the BS within the adjacent tier-one
cells. Furthermore, the achievable throughput per channel of
both the FR-DAS and the FFR-DAS scheme reaches its highest
valuearoundr = 0.75R,whichwashencechosen asthedefault
conﬁguration in our forthcoming studies.
B. Effects of CSI Errors
The TPP matrix employed at the transmitters is a function of
the available CSI at the transmitter; thus, the achievable perfor-
mance of CoMP-aided transmissions depends on both the CSI
3The achievable throughput deﬁned here and thereafter is the maximum
value of the Pareto-optimum front when FFR, FFR-DAS, and CoMP-FFR-DAS
transmissions are considered, which are optimized by employing the NSGA-
II technique. As for the DAS-aided system associated with UFR and FR, the
attainable throughput deﬁned here and thereafter mainly depends on the DAS
conﬁguration and remains constant for a ﬁxed DAS conﬁguration.1346 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 62, NO. 3, MARCH 2013
Fig. 3. Attainable throughput per channel versus CSI estimation error vari-
ance σ2
e and versus the number of CSI quantization bits b.
estimation accuracy at the receiver and the CSI quantization
errors.
1) Effects of CSI Estimation Errors: The upper subﬁgure
in Fig. 3 quantiﬁes the achievable throughput per channel as
a function of the CSI estimation error’s variance σ2
e in the
absence of CSI quantization errors when the number of MSs
supported is Na
u = 6. The attainable throughput of CoMP-
UFR-DAS, of CoMP-FR-DAS, and of CoMP-FFR-DAS trans-
missions decays upon increasing the CSI estimation error
variance σ2
e. Furthermore, the throughput per channel of
CoMP-UFR-DAS and CoMP-FR-DAS transmissions decays
faster than that of CoMP-FFR-DAS, because the throughput
of CoMP-FFR-DAS partly relies on the UFR transmission
within the cell-center area, which is unaware of the CSI errors.
Speciﬁcally, observe in Fig. 3 that the throughput of CoMP-
UFR-DAS still remains higher than that of CoMP-FR-DAS and
CoMP-FFR-DAS, albeit this is achieved at the cost of reducing
the fraction of the cell’s area, over which increased throughput
is achieved.
2) Effects of Quantization Errors: Let us now investigate
the throughput per channel as a function of the number of CSI
quantization bits b in the absence of CSI estimation errors,
which is shown in the lower subﬁgure in Fig. 3. Again, as
expected, the achievable throughput of CoMP-UFR-DAS, of
CoMP-FR-DAS, and of CoMP-FFR-DAS increased when the
number of quantization bits b was increased.
C. Achievable Throughput per Channel and Coverage
Figs. 4 and 5 show the achievable average throughput per
channel and the corresponding fraction of the coverage area
(%) of the different transmission arrangements when the SIR
threshold is γth = 5d B .
Fig. 4 portrays the achievable throughput of the FFR, FFR-
DAS,andCoMP-FFR-DASforbothidealizedCSIandpractical
imperfect CSI associated with σ2
e = 0.05 and b = 12 when
employing the NSGA-II optimization technique. The Pareto-
optimum front consisting of M = 20 individuals is found for
both the FFR and the practical CoMP-FFR-DAS scenarios,
Fig. 4. Achievable Pareto-optimum front for different transmission scenarios
for the SIR threshold of γth = 5d Ba n dNa
u = 6.
Fig. 5. Achievable throughput per channel (in bits per symbol) and coverage
for different transmission arrangements when the SIR threshold is γth = 5d B .
whicharemarkedbythestarandthediamondinFig.4,whereas
the Pareto-optimum front of FFR-DAS and of idealized CoMP-
FFR-DAS without CSI errors contains a single individual can-
didate solution. More explicitly, the practical CoMP-FFR-DAS
transmission scenario is only capable of supporting at most
88%coverage.ThisisbecausetheCSIerrorsencounterederode
the efﬁciency of the CoMP transmission, where 12% of the tiles
of the investigated cell are in outage. Observe in Fig. 4 that
the FFR scenario is always capable of supporting at least 84%
coverage, which is a beneﬁt of the cautious FR at the cell edge
and path loss in the cell-center area. Furthermore, all individual
candidate solutions of both FFR-DAS and the idealized CoMP-
FFR-DAS transmissions are capable of supporting an almost
100% coverage, among which the individual having the highest
throughput constitutes the Pareto-optimum front, which are
marked by the triangles in Fig. 4. As a result, in contrast to
the FFR and the CoMP-FFR-DAS with CSI error scenarios,
only a single system conﬁguration is found rather than a set of
Pareto-optimum system conﬁgurations. Observe the plausible
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of a lower coverage by the FFR and by the practical CoMP-
FFR-DAS transmission scenarios. It is also clearly shown that
both the achievable throughput and the coverage attained by the
DAS-aided schemes in the cell-edge area are higher than that
recorded in the absence of a DAS.
Fig. 5 shows the achievable spatially averaged throughput
per channel and the corresponding coverage for the UFR and
FR transmission arrangements when the radius of DAS is
r = 0.75R. The near-optimum attainable spatially averaged
throughput and the corresponding coverage of the FFR, FFR-
DAS, and CoMP-FFR-DAS schemes is found by using the
multiobjective NSGA-II algorithm, where again, the radius
of the DAS region is r = 0.75R, and the SIR threshold is
γth = 5 dB. Speciﬁcally, a throughput per channel of η = 2.03
bits/symbol is achieved by UFR in conjunction with a low
coverage of 56%, whereas the traditional FR scheme relying on
an FRF of κ = 3 is capable of supporting 100% coverage at a
reduced throughput of η = 1.41 bits/symbol. These are treated
as our benchmarkers throughout this paper. Although the UFR
arrangements are capable of achieving the highest throughput,
their relatively poor coverage may preclude their employment.
As for the FR-DAS transmission, a high throughput of 6.61
bits/symbol associated with a relatively high coverage of 89%
is achieved in the absence of CoMP transmission. Although a
higher throughput and coverage can be attained with the aid
of CoMP relying on cooperation between the DAEs and the
BS, the achievable throughput was dramatically degraded when
considering the practical impairments detailed in the Appendix,
which became more serve than that of the FR-DAS scheme.
When hard-FFR transmissions are considered, both high
throughput and a high coverage area may be maintained in
comparison to both UFR transmission and the FR benchmarker
relying on κ = 3. It is important to note that the CoMP-FFR-
DAS arrangement only has a modest improvement over the
FFR-DAS transmission, both of which are capable of support-
ing an almost 100% coverage. This is because the CoMP-aided
transmission relies on equal-power allocation, albeit a higher
throughput would be achievable with the aid of optimal power
allocation, user selection, and a more sophisticated TPP tech-
nique. However, we set aside these issues for our future work.
D. Achievable Throughput of All Scenarios Considered
Table I illustrates the achievable throughput per channel (in
bits per symbol) for our different arrangements relying on
UFR, FR, and FFR transmissions. Observe from Table I that
the throughput of the DAS-aided arrangements may become
as high as ﬁve times that of the traditional arrangements in
both UFR and FR transmissions. A higher throughput may be
achieved by the UFR arrangements than that of the FR and
FFR schemes, but its relatively low coverage may prevent its
employment as a result of the strong CCI emanating from the
adjacent tier-one cells. Furthermore, the CoMP-aided arrange-
ments are capable of achieving a higher throughput than that
of the schemes dispensing with CoMP transmission. However,
the imperfect CSI received at the transmitter side will erode the
efﬁciency of the CoMP transmission, which may hence become
even worse than that of the non-CoMP arrangements.
TABLE I
ACHIEVABLE THROUGHPUT FOR DIFFERENT
ARRANGEMENTS IN BITS PER SYMBOL
E. Coverage of All Scenarios Considered
Fig.6showstheachievablecoverageofUFR-DAS,FR-DAS,
and FFR-DAS transmissions for Na
u = 6 when the SIR thresh-
old is γth = 5 dB. Both ﬁgures suggest that, as expected, a high
SIR is maintained both around the BS and the Na DAEs, which
isanexplicit beneﬁt ofthelowpathlossbetween thetransmitter
and the receiver. Hence, these transmission scenarios are capa-
ble of providing seven hot spots within each cell, where an SIR
in excess of 20 dB is achieved. Since no CCI emanates from
the tier-one cells within the FR-DAS and FFR-DAS scenarios,
the coverage of both FR-DAS and FFR-DAS is better than that
of UFR-DAS. Furthermore, it is also shown in Fig. 6 that the
coverage of FFR-DAS is better than that of FR-DAS, which is
a beneﬁt of combining the UFR transmissions of the cell-center
area with that of FR transmissions in the cell-edge area.
V. C ONCLUSION
CoMP-aided transmission arrangements employing the clas-
sic ZF TPP technique were studied, where the DAEs cooper-
atively transmit the users’ signal. A superior performance was
achieved by the DAS-aided transmission arrangements, where
the DAS was employed in the cell-edge area to improve the
overall system performance. Although CoMP-aided transmis-
sionsarecapableofachievingahigherthroughputandcoverage
with the aid of idealized perfect CSI at the transmitters’ side,
the practical CSI impairments dramatically degrade the perfor-
mance, which, hence, became worse than that of non-CoMP
transmissions.Our numerical results demonstrated that the non-
CoMP-aided FR-DAS transmission is capable of achieving a
throughput per channel of 6.61 bits/symbol in conjunction with
a satisfactory coverage of 89%; thus, it is eminently suitable for
high-throughput applications. Although the UFR-DAS trans-
missions are capable of supporting a higher throughput than
the FR-DAS scheme, its relatively low coverage area may
prevent its employment. However, the performance of CoMP-
aided transmissions may be improved with the aid of more
sophisticated TPP techniques and by more efﬁcient power-
allocation schemes.
APPENDIX
PRACTICAL IMPAIRMENTS
The achievable performance of our CoMP transmission
scheme is heavily dependent on the accuracy of the precoding
matrix, which is a function of the instantaneous CSI. However,
in practice, we are unlikely to have the luxury of perfect CSI
both at the receiver and at the transmitter due to the combined
effects of CSI estimation errors and CSI feedback quantization
errors.1348 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, VOL. 62, NO. 3, MARCH 2013
Fig. 6. Cell coverage for different transmission scenarios associated with DAS for the SIR threshold of γth = 5 dB. (a) UFR-DAS. (b) FR-DAS. (c) FFR-DAS.
(d) CoMP-UFR-DAS. (e) CoMP-FR-DAS. (f) CoMP-FFR-DAS.
1) CSI Estimation Errors: We assume that MS j is capa-
ble of estimating the joint CSI vector hj, subject to the assump-
tion of a Gaussian CSI estimation error having a variance of
σ2
e. Then, the channel vector of MS j at the time of estimation
may be expressed as hj = ˆ hj + σeej, where ej denotes a zero-
mean unit-variance complex Gaussian vector.
2) CSI Quantization Errors: Having obtained the esti-
mated CSI, we assume the employment of the random vector
quantization scheme in [27] and [28] for quantizing the channel
direction information (CDI) ˜ hj = ˆ hj/ ˆ hj , where  ˆ hj  repre-
sents the CQI, which is assumed to be perfectly fed back to the
cooperative DL transmitters. This implies that a CDI quanti-
zation codebook C = {c1,c2,...,cNq} consisting of Nq = 2b
zero-mean unit-norm complex Gaussian vectors is constructed
andmadeavailabletoboththeMSandthecooperativetransmit-
ters, where b denotes the number of quantization bits, i.e., code-
book index bits. In the quantized feedback regime, the b bits
representing the particular codebook index of κj =m a x q cosθ,
θ = ∠(˜ hj,cq) are transmitted, where the codebook may be de-
signed to satisfy different design criteria. If we let θj denote the
anglebetweentheCDI ˜ hj andthequantizedvectorcκj,thenwe
have ˜ hj = cκj cosθj + gκj sinθj, where gκj is a unit vector
that lies in the null space of cκj. Furthermore, the expectation
of the quantization error sin2[∠(˜ hj,cκj)] satisﬁes [29], [30]
E(sin2 θj)=2b · β

2b,
NT
NT − 1

. (16)
Here, β(·,·) denotes the beta function, which is deﬁned as β(a,
b)=Γ ( a)Γ(b)/Γ(a + b) with Γ(·) representing the Gamma
function.Atthetransmitterside,thesereceivedcodebook-index
bits are used for regenerating the quantized CSI by combining
them with the perfectly fed back CQI and with codebook
C. In the presence of both CSI estimation errors and CSI
quantization errors, the channel hj of user j may be written as
hj =  hj (cκj cosθ + gκj sinθ)+σeej. (17)
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